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1. The term MIS has been frequently used to mean different things 

to different people. 

2. There is BO far no formal procedure or methodology for establishing 

an MIS. 

3. The fact that many organizations or bodies have a rather restrictive 

look at an HIS as a procedure whereby management or decision-makers 

can utilize advanced computer technology.      This is why the term MIS 

has been, in some situations, geared to the application of third- 

generation computers and following this trend HIS would soon be 

related to fourth-generation computers expected to be available on 

the market by I970/7I. 

II.    OBJECTIVE OF THE MOTS 

Being aware of the pressing need of developing oountries for the 

establishment of management information systems and the importance of UNIDO'• 

assistance in this field this note aims at outlining a workable conceptual 

framework and procedure for the development of management information systems 

in the environment of the developing countries.      This has been done with the 

hope of enabling UNIDO to avoid most of the confusion in this respect and to 

reorganize and intensify its present and future work in this important arsa 

of activity.      In doing so,  the note disousses the major components of the 

MIS as well as the main steps to be considered in developing suoh a «yetan. 

It should be noted that a more detailed paper on the subjeot is being preparad. 

ni.   wsmcmoum USED IN THIS NOTE 

The methodology used in this note is known as "systems analysis". 

System analysis denotes a general approach of analysis which oan be used in 

a variety of situations in various areas of activities at both the macro and 

micro levels.      Systems analysis may be defined as an approach for helping the 

deoiaion-maker (or an organization) in selecting a oourse of action.      This 

would be done by systematically studying his goals and the different alternatives 

as well as their present and future oonsequenoes not only in relation to hit 

particular domain but also with respect to the whole, where his domain is one 

,|niifiM%i^f¿'¿**ti*^^^4"*;- -'•*- "'•- -**^**>^ .-..•",.tA,u^iÁ-m^A 
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(a)    Determination of Information Flows (Reporting 3yst011(3)) 

Determination of information flows constitutes the design of the 

reporting systcm(s) that will be used for monitoring and control.      In 

developing oountries information needs in an organization are mostly 

ill-defined.      This stage, therefore,  should constitute a great portion 

of the development plan of the HIS,   for if information needs are not 

woll defined and if the reporting systom is not identified with the 

requirements of the organization,  further efforts in designing and 

establishing the other oomponents of the MIS will be of little benefit 

to the organization.      This point therefore will be discussed in some 

depth below. 

For determining the information flows, defining the information 

needs at the various hierarchical levels in the organization concerned, 

is a prerequisite.     This essentially requires the study of the organi- 

zational structure (system);    its different levels as well as the various 

components (departments, sections,   ... etc.) at each level as well as 

the interrelationships among them and the functions of eaoh.      For this 

purpose a conceptual framework of the organization is to be worked out 

according to the strategic, tactical and operational nature of the 

decision-making process which corresponds to the hierarchical levels in 

the organisation, with the strategic level at the top and the operational 

level at the bottom.^/   The idea here is to abstraot the real situation 

and achieve an organizational breakdown into manageable organizational 

units which, in turn, would eventually be further subdivided into still 

smaller units, the size of each is practically small to oontain one or 

a few type» of Information needed, known as "input", and a small number 

1/     In addition there are other bodies and agenoies, other than the organisation 

at hand, for which the WIS It to be developed, who are interested in one or som« 

portion of the activities of the organisation or have some authority on it, and 

thus require oertain information for their own decision-making processes. 

Imerefore, the iafoMwtioo requirements of suoh agenoies should also be 

considered. 
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(i) The decision-making processo« aro unstructured and not 

«ell aet up;  and/or 

(ii) Information needed is inadequate. 

If the analysis shows that case (i) is valid, some work in Operation« 

Research and Management Science is a prerequisite for the establishment of 

the MIS.  This essentially attempts tos 

(i) set up the decision-making processes more clearly, introduoe 

more ef foot i ve techniques and put them in a well defined form. 

The seleoted techniques and their degree of sophistication 

should be appropriate to the conditions prevailing in the eoumtry 

and the environment of the organisation (lack of qualified 

personnel, inadequate information, ... etc.) at hand, 

(ii) upgrade, through the seleoted techniques, the type« of infor- 

mation used so that better application of decision-making 

techniques with higher degreos of sophistication can be made 

possible in the near futuro. 

This will definitely assist in establishing the NIS on a more 

effectivo basis and ensuring its successful operation. 

In designing the reporting system in an organisation, a balance 

should be drawn between oost and value of information.  Valu« of 

information is related to: 

(1) the necessary type(s) of information needed to moke speoifl« 

decisions, its ooverage and level of detail, 

(ii) reliability of information, 

(iii) ooet of accessibility to information, 

(iv) the time length of the oontrol cycle (the cyole of 

and period revisit) which comprises acquiring 

information and transmitting it to the right person to be «M« 

to exeroise a "remi tim«w. im other words, ia-tim« oemtrolt 

taking corrective »starare« and implementing them to nttai» Unì 

oerrmction needed.  Im the. course of time oondition« 

sad hornee deviation from a plan or 

4. 
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or in-time control involves in general tho detection of a 

deviation from tho plan (for carrying out or implementing »one 

activities),  tho food-back of information,  tho taking of 

correctivo measuros, and the implementation of these measure« 

in-time so that it is again poesiblo to moot the prestatod 

goals and objectives, i.e.  to go back to the plan.      This is 

clearly different from a case whoro such deviation is to be 

allowed to dovolop to tne extent that no corrective measure(s) 

can make it possible to go back to the plan and heneo modifi- 

cation of goals and strategics are inevitable.      "Real-time" 

implies, thercforo, that the control oycle be of an appropriate 

length.      The time length is dependable on the organizational 

levol oonoerned and the type of activity.      Por industry 

act i vi ti eo this could bo a matter of a day, a week,  a month 

or a throe month period aooording to the organisational level 

In quostio», compared with other activities whore tho oontrol 

oycle should be completed in minutes or hours. 

the ocotrol oyolo could be illustrated as in Figure 1.      The oontrol 

oyole consiste of five main steps:- 

1. Detection of deviation (based on appraisal of performano«). 

2. Feed-back of information. 

3. Taking of oorrectivo measure(e). 

4. Implementation of corrective measure(s). 

5. Improvement of the situation and roturn back to normal. 

9mM figure« «uggost at least the following: 

(i)   With any delay in performing any of the steps mentioned above, 

deviation will freer beyond the limit that is taken as a 

étendard fe* » given type of eetivity. 

(il)   NSI assists is shortening the oycle by shortening each of its 

•r h> 
tft«simeiMMi»1 he* diseueeed ta« activities to he carried oat 

the informât lorn floss is em organisation.     It la 

these activities) Ve ismtorlefcon in the context of the 
is ord* *« mettf in« 
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(i)    It should be noted that even if a total MIS could be 

established in an organization, due to the underlying 

difficulties and multitude of factors that have to be 

considered,  it might not be feasibly established in one 

single operation.      It is recommended, therefore, that the 

plan of operation for the development of the total MIS, 

mentioned above, phase out the development of its constituent 

subsystems over a reasonable period of time.      This suggests 

that the management information subsystems required for a 

few specif io activity(ies) corresponding to some portion of 

the organization etruoture, be selected and dealt with first. 

This having been accomplished, the subsystems for other 

activities would then follow.     This will continue until all 

necessary subsystems are established.      The question of which 

aotivity(ies) and whioh portion(s) of the organization struoture 

to be dealt with first depends on the relative importance 

«riven to the various organizational areas.      This in turn 

depends on the short as well as long term programmes of the 

organization or agenoy under study and, accordingly the short 

and long tern needs, the priority given to the various decision- 

making areas and the nature of the deoision-making techniques 
to be used now and in the future. 

(Ü) After defining the soope of the management information sub- 

systems to be developed now, determination of the necessary 

information flows osa then start.     Eaoh organisational level 

cowed by tas system is to be surveyed, analysed and then 

iaterviswed.      Tais starts at the lower level and follows the 

information flows to the upper level of the organisation. 

la this respect tas available relevant data base or basks 

•fcOttW bt oonsidered and analysed.     The point here is to 

know througn analysis and study what information a oertain 

*sj4i# « •ttpsrnior or a manager at a oertain organization 

Ifftfl, saoul« rsquire sad to oompare it with the information 

, s»lttpB£^i$ five a* hi« requirements when the systsm 
-pjfe. J*' i •    J"   - 
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analyet interviews hi..      J«, di.crep.noy here would «.ist in 

provine the organization clarity, explaining to the manager «d 

irawing hie attention to certain »attere which have been so 

far overlooked or unsatisfactorily undertaken, promoting „ore 

effective criteria for progress and performance evaluation 

and eliminating redundant or unnecessary inflation flows. 

Data Baae or Banks 

Having deterged the information flows in the organisation, th. 

..trtlish»„t of data bank, (data storage) is to he then started.     Por 

this purpose the following has to be considera- 

ti)    Ine contents of the data bank(s), which imply both th. typ., 

of information and it. technical level, which have to b. 

designed to serve a certain level in the organisation etruotur. 

to which th. data bank will be assigned accordingly.     For 

—PL, to«, for national planning ag«cie. would o«p,l„ 

««eral national economy data and coefficiente «eh a. national 

and regional plan., production, conation, import, ..port, 

iaput/output coefficient., labour productivity ... .to.     On 

the other hand, a project «nag«ent, which is responsible for 

the implementation of a project, need, a data bank including 

project implementation parameter, such a. time ..««at.., 

re.ouro, requirements, and cost to accomplish project o«,««*, 

as well as some milestones for assisting in monitoring and 
oontrolling the eieoutton of th.Twoi.ot. 

i tradeoff betw.« th. oct „ »o... to information (inoiudin, 

oc-unioation oo.t.) and the oo.t of It. .torag. and the 

•»»priât, da,,,, of automation in . gl«» ,itwitlon.     fti. 

i. lllurtrat^ i„ th. hwotlwtioal dia«», of Figur. a 

(") 
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(iii)    Centralisation versus duplioation of files of information 

and the selection of the appropriate degree of both. 

(•)• P»*» Processing Facilities (System) 

Data processing comprises the following main activities» 

(i)    Single manipulation of data which converts data into information 

for decision-making by reorganising, summarising ... «to.      Tas 

differenoe here between data end information is that information 

is related to a speoifio use, in other words a specific decision- 
asking prooess. 

(ii)   Mor« oowlloatsé manipuUtion whioh deals with the analyais of 

infomation as when inforation is used with sens analytical 
models (such an optimisation models). 

*#r the establishment of a data processing systea a feasibility •**# 

im t* be omrried em to eVstsasine «us most espropriate system fesr to* 

.,,'.» 
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organisation, which will warrant its coat and the specifications of the 

equipment needed.      The outcome of the study might recommend:    the further 

application of an existing manual system with some improvements, the 

establishment of a punched card system or an electronic computer system 

(whioh is usually called an electronic data processing system and 
abbreviated as EDP system). 

In an organisation the change towards mechanization or automation in 

data prooessing need not take a specific sequence.      In other words, an 

organisation need not move from a manual system to punched cards system 

and then to electronic computer system.     If the change implies a move 

from one data prooessing system to another, a "changeover" programme 

should be worked out in order that the new system would be implemented 

and would start its operation without disturbing the existing system, 

until the new system reaches its capacity level. 

(*)    Training of Personnel 

The aforementioned having been accomplished, training of personnel 

at various levels sad in various disciplines necessary for the implemen- 

tation and running of the MIS, oan then start. 






